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A note on Tamássy’s paper in view of Miron spaces

By S. K. SINGH (Jaunpur)

Abstract. Analytic-geometric relations between the Miron spaces (often called
Cartan spaces) and generalized Miron spaces having the same base manifold are sketched.
It is shown that the two can be related by a second order envelope of a particular surface.

A Finsler space Fn = (M,L) over a manifold M is given by the
fundamental function L : TM → R, in local coordinates by L(x, y), x ∈ M ,
y ∈ TxM where L is homogeneous of second order in y. Then the metric
tensor gij(x, y) := 1

2
∂

∂yi
∂L
∂yj is derived from L. (The fundamental function

is often considered as
√

L ≡ L and then gij = 1
2

∂
∂yi

∂L2

∂yj ). However, instead
of L one can start with an apriori given gij(x, y). The space (M, gij) is
called a generalized Finsler space. L. Tamássy [3] recently gave analytic
geometric relations between these two spaces.

Following the duality between the Miron spaces Mn [1] (often called
also Cartan spaces [2]) and the Finsler spaces Fn one sees that the dif-
ferential geometry of Mn has the same importance as the geometry of
Fn. Further there exists a generalization of the Mn similar to that of
the Fn mentioned above, called generalized Miron (Cartan) space. In
this short note, considering Tamássy’s paper [3], we point out the simi-
lar analytic-geometric relations between the Miron and generalized Miron
spaces having the same base manifold.
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1. Introduction

A Miron space is a pair Mn = (M,H) where H : T ∗M → R is a
function having the properties: (i) H(x, p) is 2-homogeneous with respect
to pi, (ii) its Hessian gij(x, p) = (∂̇i∂̇jH)/2 satisfies det(gij) 6= 0, for every
(x, p) ∈ T ∗M \{0}. Here ζn = (T ∗M,π∗,M) denotes the cotangent bundle
of the n-dimensional C∞-manifold M and x = (xi) (i, j, k, . . . = 1, n) is
a coordinate system in U ⊂ M . It induces a canonical coordinate system
(x, p) = (xi, pi) in T ∗M by pi = p(dxi). The Hamilton function H is called
the fundamental function of Mn and the d-tensor field gij ([2]) is called
the metric fundamental tensor of Mn. In the following H is supposed to
be positive. Further we consider a Miron space over M built directly on
the metric tensor gij and denote it by (M, gij). Here gij has the following
properties.

(i) It is a d-tensor field of type (2,0) symmetric and non-degenerate.

(ii) It is o-homogeneous with respect to pi.

We restrict ourselves only to the case when gij is positive definite.
The purpose of the paper is to discuss the analytic geometric relations

between the spaces (M,H) and (M, gij).

2. Analytic geometric relations between
the spaces (M, H) and (M, gij)

We consider a quadric

gij(x0, p0)pipj = 1,

in T ∗x0
M (the space of all covectors pi at x0) for a fixed point (x0, p0).

Then

(2.1) F(p, c) : gij(x0, c)pipj − 1 = 0

is a family of quadrics depending on the parameters c ∈ Rn (c 6= 0).
Further

(2.2) F (c) : pi = pi(c) :=
ci

(g`m(x0, c)c`cm)1/2

is a surface F ⊂ T ∗x0
M in a parametrised form.

We call F (c) an envelope of F(p, c) if (i) the point P (c) determined
by (2.2) lies on the surface (2.1), and (ii) in these points they touch each
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other. Further, we call F a second order envelope of F if it is an envelope
and F(p, c) and F osculate at the common point P (c) in the second order.

Then we obtain results analogous to those found by Tamássy in [3]
for Finsler spaces. Since proofs in [3] are in a hardly accessible proceedings,
it is reasonable to publish the proofs of the following propositions and the
theorem.

We now prove

Proposition 2.1. F is an envelope of F(p, c) if and only if

(2.3) Cijkpipj = 0,

where Cijk = − 1
2 ∂̇kgij is a well-known d-tensor (cf. [2]).

Proof. Obviously

(2.4) F(p(c), c) = 0.

By differentiation it gives

(2.5)
∂F
∂ph

(p(c), c)
∂ph

∂cs
+

∂F
∂cs

(p(c), c) = 0.

Endowing T ∗x0
M with a euclidean metric such that ph are euclidean coor-

dinates

(2.6) ∂̇hF(p(c), c) = 2ghi(x0, c)pi(c), ∂̇h ≡ ∂

∂ph

are the components of the normal vector, say NF of F(p, c) at the point
P (c). It is remarked that NF 6= 0, otherwise pi(c) = 0 in view of (2.6),
which is a contradiction due to (2.2) and c 6= 0. Further ∂ph(c)

∂cs
are the

components of tangents, say T ∗(s)F that span the tangent space of F (c).
Then the first term on the left hand side of (2.5) vanishes as the product
of a tangent and a normal vector in a euclidean space. So under the
assumption that F is an envelope of F(p, c), we find

(2.7)
∂F(p(c), c)

∂cs
= 0.

On the other hand, if (2.7) holds then the vectors NF and T ∗(s)F are
perpendicular in the eucidean cotangent space T ∗x0

M . Therefore in view
of (2.4) F is an envelope of F(p, c).
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Moreover, in view of (2.1) and (2.2),
(

∂F
∂ck

(p, c)
)

p=p(c)

=
∂gij(x0, c)

∂ck

ci

(g`m(x0, c)c`cm)1/2

cj

(guv(x0, c)cucv)1/2
= 0.

On multiplication by g`m(x0, c)c`cm and denoting the second variable of
gij by p, the result follows.

Proposition 2.2. F is a second order envelope of F if and only if
(2.3), and

(2.8) Cijkpi = 0.

Proof. Let F be a second order envelope of F .
We first note that the surface S of Tx0 defined by

gij(x0, p)pipj = 1

is the same as F , for F ⊂ S in view of (2.2), and F and S have a single
point on each ray in T ∗x0

through x0. Furthermore we have (2.3) due to
our assumption. From (2.3) we find

(2.9)
(
∂̇r∂̇sgij

)
pipj + 2

(
∂̇rgis

)
pi = 0,

by differentiation.
Also the second order osculation of F and F implies the equality of

∂̇r∂̇sS(x0, p)(2.10)

= ∂̇r∂̇sgij(x0, p)pipj + 2∂̇sgir(x0, p)pi + 2∂̇rgis(x0, p)pi + 2grs(x0, p),

and

(2.11) ∂̇r∂̇sF(x0, p) = 2grs(x0, c)

at point P (c). (Due to homogeneity of order 0 of grs, we note that
grs(x0, p(c)) = grs(x0, c).)

From (2.10) we find (2.8) in view of (2.9) and (2.11).
On the other hand, if (2.8) holds, then we have (2.3) i.e. F is an

envelope of F . Further from (2.10) we have

∂̇r∂̇sS(x0, p) = 2grs(x0, p),
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due to (2.8) and (2.9) which follows from (2.3). Hence

∂̇r∂̇sS = ∂̇r∂̇sF
at P (c), i.e. F and F osculate in second order at P (c). Consequently, F
is a second order envelope of F .

Using Propositions (2.1) and (2.2) we have an analytic-geometric
characterization of the relation between the spaces (M, H) and (M, gij),
namely

Theorem. The space (M, gij) is deduced from a Miron space (M, H)
if and only if F (c) is a second order envelope of F(p, c).

Proof. From

(2.12) gij(x, p) = (∂̇i∂̇jH)/2,

(H is 2-homogeneous with respect to pi) we have

∂̇kgij(x, p)pi =
(
∂̇k∂̇i∂̇jH(x, p)

)
pi/2

=
[(

∂̇i∂̇k∂̇jH(x, p)
)

pi

]
/2 = 0

(by Euler’s theorem). Thus (2.8) and (2.3) are satisfied. Consequently F
is a second order envelope of F .

On the other hand, let F be a second order envelope of F and

H(x, p) := gij(x, p)pipj .

Then
∂̇kH(x, p) = ∂̇kgij(x, p)pipj + 2gkj(x, p)pj

yields
∂̇kH(x, p) = 2gkj(x, p)pj

due to Proposition 2.1, and further by differentiation

∂̇h∂̇kH(x, p) = 2(∂̇hgkj(x, p)pj + 2gkh(x, p)) = 2gkh(x, p)

due to Proposition 2.2.
This completes the theorem.

Proposition 2.3. gij can be deduced from an H by (2.12), if and only
if (

∂̇kgij
)

pi = 0.
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